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Nowadays Threats to information security for healthcare information system increased tremendously. There are
various factors contribute to information security threats, many researches focused only to certain factors which
involved extremely (e.g., virus attack). Security and privacy of patients’ information are concerns of all healthcare
organizations. Because threats can effect on patients directly or indirectly. In This paper reviewed all metrics of
threats of information security systems as internal and external threats. We also studied on probably critical
threats to modern information security systems in scope healthcare systems. The paper’s purpose is identifying
total possible risks for designer to have a secure system.
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Introduction
Each Healthcare of Information System (HIS) are
defined: “A collection of hardware, software, data,
people and methods that are designed to generate
information that support day-to-day, short-range,
long-range activities of users in an organization.”
(Shelly, Cashman, Vermaat, 2000)
In recent decades, HIS are developed by modern
technologies. These systems have many benefits
for these organizations such as decrease medical
errors, increase quality of care and confidentiality.
(Samy, Ahmad, Ismail, 2009)
Scope of HIS are enhanced and these risks also
increased. Hackers abuse from vulnerability
systems to reach their goals and could have effect
on security levels, confidence, integrity,
accessibility of health data. Thus, security and
privacy issues of patients are main concerns in
healthcare information systems (HIS). (Samy et al,
2009) For instance, physiological signals are vital.
If loss of patient’s health data can effect on directly
or indirectly. In fact sometimes, disclosing illness
information can effect on a person losing her/him
job or insurance protection. (Kumar, Lee, 2012)
However, neglect of HIS caused of poor security

design for these systems. For example, in August
2014, hackers have taken from patient’s who
attended any of community health system‘s 206
hospitals this year. Thus, the pointer of importance
patient’s information that attackers pay attention
to this weakness. (Pagliery, 2014)
In general, threats to HIS categorized into three
sections: Natural, Human and Environmental
threats. Furthermore, intentional threats include
(e.g., network and computer based attacks,
malicious software upload and unauthorized
access), also unintentional including (inadvertent
data entry or deletion, inaccurate data entry)
actions. (HIPAA, 2007) In addition, threats can
cause be internal by employee and external by
outside of organization. We intend to identify
known modern threats to be able to reach a secure
design.
This article is organized as follow. The next section
describes the literature to this research. Second
section explain the previous studies related. Third
section presents effective threats to HIS. Followed
by conclusion in section fourth.
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Literature research
In HIS, security and privacy of information are very
special issues. Anyway, understand network
security and information technology environment,
need to Know about these terms is necessary.
Security attacks are main concern for HIS, because
use of resources in the systems like memory,
energy and etc. are very special issues. (Barua,
Indora, 2013)
Threats
A convenient way to categorize threats and
security attacks is to pay attention to its intentions.
It’s a direct attack on only a specific company to be
targeted. The definition of threat would be: “Each
threat action defines a potential means for a threat
source to exploit a system vulnerability.” (Pardue,
Patidar, 2011)

Risk
A risk is defined as a measured in terms of impact
and likelihood. In another definition as:
“Possibility of an event occurring that will have an
impact on the achievement of objectives.
“ (Sumner, 2003) Also, Cyber-risk is defined as:
“The risk involved with a malicious electronic
event that causes disruption of business and
monetary loss.” For example, hackers and
disgruntled employees exploit both the security
and application level vulnerabilities and can break
into organizational databases and gather
confidential customer information. (such as credit
card pin numbers). (Mukhopadhyay, Chatterjee,
Saha, Mahanti, Sadhukhan, 2013)
Vulnerability
Definition of vulnerability is: “A vulnerability can
be defined as a flaw or weakness in system
security procedures, design, implementation, or
internal controls that could be exploited to
accomplish a security breach or a violation of the
system’s security policy.” (Pardue, Patidar, 2011)
In addition, vulnerability is a foible in HIS that
resulting from predisposing conditions. These are
exist within organization, a mission or business
process.
(e.g.,
Securities
and
Exchange
Organization (SEO)) (NIST, 2012)

HIS
The prevalent use of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) has pervaded
almost all aspects of life including the healthcare
field. Here HIS are defined: “Health information
systems are frequently refers to the interaction
between people, process and technology to
support operations, management in delivering
essential information.” (Almunawar, Anshari,
2012)
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HIS include several domains like these (e.g., Public
Policy, Intra-Organizational Productivity and
Quality, Inter-Organizational Productivity and
Quality, Patients) depending on these domains,
different works may raise different domains.
(Appari, Johnson, 2008)

Security and privacy issues in HIS
At first, patient information is saved in data
centers with changing levels of security. (Appari,
Johnson, 2008) Moreover, most healthcare data
centers have HIPAA certification, but this
certification does not guarantee patient record
security. The reason being, HIPAA is more focused
on ensuring security policies and procedures than
on implementing them. HIS cloud hosts clinical,
financial,
social,
genomic,
physical
and
psychological data pertaining to patients. (Patil,
Seshadri, 2014)
The communication between information systems
sensor networks applications in healthcare are
mostly wireless in nature. These including various
security threats. In some cases such as, People with
malicious intent may use the private data to injure
the person. Security issues in general wireless
sensor networks (Alemán, Señor, Lozoya, Toval,
2013)

Related Studies
According to international standards for health
using ISO/IEC 27000:2014, NIST 800-30, HIPAA
and pervious works. There are various types of
threats categories introduced by researchers and
standards. Basically, existing standards classified
into 25 types. (Samy et al, 2009) Furthermore,
have been categorized threats to HIS into 19 types
based on using a selected risks assessment
method. This result shows the most critical threats
for HIS is power failure. It research have been done
based on ISO 27000, but percent of acts of human
errors or failure threat also show high frequency of
occurrence. (Mukhopadhyay et al, 2013) (Samy et
al, 2009)
Besides that, threats includes various types of
employee’s behavior such as illiteracy, rashness,
defective behavior and taking passwords and
giving to the other employees. Thus, human errors
and failure can be prevented with suitable security
training and awareness programs.
(Mukhopadhyay et al, 2013) (Samy et al, 2009)
In some researches, categorized into internal and
external threats. These include (theft by
disgruntled employee, existence of unauthorized
access to the system, storage of data and classified
information in unverified) in internal class.
Moreover, threats dependent to routing design and
weakness implementation may be occur. In
addition, external threat resulting from outside
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potential (e.g., viruses, spyware attacks, invader in
premises). (Samy et al, 2009)
Organizational and systemic threats are two
categories in HIS. Organizational threats including
several components (resources, accessibility,
motives and technical capability). Furthermore,
studies suggest that the broad of organizational
threats could be categorized into five levels that
include (accidental disclosure, insider curiosity,
data breach by insider, data breach by outsider
with physical intrusion, unauthorized intrusion of
network system). In addition, systemic threats are
very important. For instance, insurance firms can
deny life insurance to patients based on their
medical conditions, or an employer having access
to employees’ medical records may deny
promotion, or worse, terminate employment.
(Appari, Johnson, 2008)
The area of health threats may be occur in wireless
systems. Because, these systems have a direct
connection to patients by electronic sensors. Thus,
their threats categorized based on OSI model.
Some of their threats in physical layer (e.g.,
Jamming, Tampering, Sybil attack, Interferences),
also, Link layer includes (e.g., Collision, Exhaustion,
Spoofing,
Sybil
attack,
Traffic
analysis,
Eavesdropping), threats may be occur in network
layer (e.g., Eavesdropping, Selective forwarding,
Sybil, Traffic analysis, DOS, Wormhole attack) at
the end, transport layer including (e.g., Flooding

attack,
De
synchronization).
Tripathi,
2010)(Sharma, Ghose, 2010)(Boyle,Newe, 2008)

Modification Data
Definition is: “The hacker can remove or replace
part or all of eavesdropped data and send the
Modified information back to original receiver to
achieve some unlawful purpose.” (Ameen et al,
2012) Health data are sensitive and modifying
them may result in system failure and cause
hardship for a patient. (High Importance)

Manipulation
(Pardue, Patidar, 2011): “Like other systems, HIS
are very complex interplay of technologies, people,
policy, and legislation. Because of an information
technology infrastructure common in other
industries such as Securities and Exchange
Organization (SEO), ISPs, a similar host of threats
to security and privacy emerge.” (Pardue, Patidar,
2011) (High Importance) (Ameen et al,

Effective metrics to threats
In this section, according to (HIS), NIST 800-30,
ISO/IEC 27000:2014 and HIPAA that have been
reviewed. As a result of our studies is a way for
classified threats to HIS into two categories:
Internal and external. The previous categories of
threats of HIS were identified from different
perspectives. But in this paper, by studying
researches, we intend to review possible threats to
systems that can be used as a guideline for
healthcare organizations and their designers.
Can be prevented threats by proper training to
employees, secure networks designing, ordered
advanced devices, regular supervision architecture
organization. Thus, cognition threats are
necessary, HIS are sensitive and vital, because they
are directly or indirectly connected to patients.
Information systems must be assured to patients
to protect their one. As doctors say sacred oath.
This is a mission of healthcare organizations.
Anyway, table 1 presents effective threats that can
be grouped into: human, software, hardware
errors. Then, they have been defined in this paper.
At the end of each threat, expressed importance of
threats that may occur in HIS. Threats specified by
low or high importance of threats, expected this
work due to easily for designers.

Table 1: Information security threats in HIS
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2012)(WAGER, LEE, GLASER, 2009) (Appari,
Johnson, 2008)

Interception
The systems used a single, private key. The same
key (or code) was used to produce text and to
decipher it. The problems with the single, private
key systems were that both the sender and
receiver had to have the key and that this key had
to be protected from interception as well. In other
definition is: “Interception of the messages
containing the physical locations of sensor nodes
allows an attacker to locate the nodes and destroy
them.” (Sharma, Ghose, 2010) (High Importance)

Acts of human errors
Threats, also show high frequency of occurrence in
healthcare information systems (HIS). Moreover,
in acts of human error threat, one of the greatest
threats to HIS is the entry of incorrect data by the
personnel. Basically, such a threat represents a
serious threat to the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of data. This kind of incidents occurs
due to lack of conscience and good practices
among the personnel. (High Importance) (Samy et
al, 2009) (Sumner, 2009) (Pardue, Patidar, 2011)
(Whitman, 2003)
Denial of Services
At first, how to deny of service will be done? Based
on this explanation: “This type of attack results
into making unavailable the resources to their
intended users. As an Example node „H1‟ sends
request to node „H2‟ for communication and node
„H2‟ sends acknowledge to node „H1‟ but „H1‟
keeps on sending request to „H2‟ continuously. As
a result „H2‟ is not able to communicate with any
other nodes and thus becomes unavailable to all of
them.” (Pandey, Tripathi, 2010) (NIST, 2012)
In other definition: “DoS attacks deny service to
valid users—for example, by making a Web server
temporarily unavailable or unusable. You must
protect against certain types of DoS threats simply
to improve system availability and reliability.”
(High Importance) (Brost, Hoffmann, 2015)

Unauthorized access
“Typical task-centered controls include technical
solutions such as access control, audit tools and
intrusion detection systems. Access control tools
are preventative solutions that are designed to
stop unauthorized access and data disclosure
before it happens.” (Bai et al, 2014)
However, (Pardue, Patidar, 2011) used to
explanation of unauthorized access: “with
availability comes the threat of unauthorized
access to data. Unauthorized access takes many
forms and occurs for many reasons. For example, a
malicious attacker may reach to an unauthorized
4|

access in order to acquire medical treatment with a
different person’s insurance.” (Pardue,
Patidar, 2011) (High Importance) Mukhopadhyay
et al, 2013) (Appari, Johnson, 2008) (jafari, Mtenzi,
Fitzpatrick, O’Shea, 2010) (Boyle,Newe, 2008)

Eavesdropping
In continue, here Eavesdropping is defined: “The
attackers may change the destination of packets or
make routing inconsistent. The attackers may also
steal the health data by eavesdropping to the
wireless communication media.” (Ameen et al,
2012)
This becomes particularly important when
sensitive data, such as health information, are
transmitted over public networks such as the
Internet or across wireless networks. Secure data
are data that cannot be intercepted, copied,
modified, or deleted either while in transit or
stored, such as on a disk or tape. This should be no
cause for concern given a robust security protocol,
but monitoring could lead to attacks similar to
those previously described. (High Importance)
(Barua, Indora, 2013) (Mukhopadhyay et al, 2013)
(Boyle, Newe, 2008)(Dehling, Sunyaev, 2014)
Exploitation
Bad guys could be use vulnerability of HIS and we
need to know about this action, because
exploitation is defined: “The attackers may require
different types of access to carry out their exploits,
such as access to the site, system authorization,
and data authorization.” (Appari, Johnson, 2008)
(High
Importance)
(Pardue,
Patidar,
2011)(WAGER et al, 2009)

Masquerading
Besides that, there are also a number of highly risk
threats related to the human factor, such as user
errors in using the software assets of the HIS and
masquerading the user identity during system
operation. (Low Important) (Samy et al,
2009)(Sumner, 2009))

Impersonation
This action can effect on patients, impersonation is
an action: “If an attacker eavesdrops a wireless
sensor node’s identity information, it can be uses
to
cheat
the
other
nodes.”
(Low
Importance)(Ameen et al, 2012)

Sabotage
“Sabotage are threats caused by human outsider
intentional agents. They caused malicious damage
like the corruption of data.” (High Importance)
(Mukhopadhyay et al, 2013) (Jafari et al,
2010)(Sumner, 2009)
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Physical Tempering
The normal trend of sensor device design is that
they have little external security features and
hence prone to physical tempering. This increases
the vulnerability of the devices and poses tougher
security
challenges.
Similarly
vital
data
transmission from WBAN networks through GPRS
or similar networks can be stolen by
eavesdropping. (Low Importance) (Ameen et al,
2012)

Replaying
Replaying is introduced: “The attacker can
eavesdrop a piece of valid information and resend
it to original receiver after a while to achieve same
purpose in different case.” (Low Importance)
(Ameen et al, 2012)

Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, studied very important threats that
may be occurs in healthcare information security
systems, we could find a method for grouping
threats that can be used to health organizations
and their designers. Studies on threats to HIS have
been done well, even thought, in this field of
wireless sensors research are good. But we
conclude now, need to a guideline is essential to
give easily organizations manager for declaration
of new policies of HIS and also used to designer to
have a plan for recognition threats to HIS.
At the end of paper, we express importance of
threats which was not done in pervious works.
Learn about importance of threats can cause to
save time and job. Threats of Low importance can
be solved by education and choose a suitable site
for healthcare organization. But in the case of full
importance, managers and designers need to know
about security threats to HIS and must be provide
security requirements for patients and protection
policies.
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